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ABSTRACT 
Tourism business needs massive amount of information access from internet, but when tourists search for travel information on 
the web, they often get unrelated information. In addition that, there is a massive size of information in the web and it is available 
in many diverse sources .Due to this users need more time in searching for information and sort out them from many different 
sources manually. Providing appropriate and satisfactory travel information to tourists having different personal choices is still a 
most challenging job for tourist guide systems. This problem can be solved by Ontology based approach of semantic web. In the 
last decade, we observed an enhancement in performance of mobile devices. With the inbuilt mobility and the broadly supported 
Internet connectivity, tourist guide applications on mobile device are currently possible substitute for the desktop. 
In this proposed system we are going to use ontology based approach. Our   proposed system helps tourist to get related travel 
information by providing search facility on a mobile device. We are also going to work on personalized context-aware 
recommendations .We are considering ontology to be a suitable resource for building user context. Ontology will help for 
reasoning and recommending   more powerfully in our proposed system. It will also support to sort the tourism related 
information based on the location of tourist through GPS navigation system. 
Keywords- Ontology, Semantic Web.  
1. INTRODUCTION 
Mobile phones are improving rapidly with powerful hardware, software and data connectivity. Majority of smart phones 
are supported with built-in GPS receivers, which support for position data to applications. As tourists carry their phones 
in holiday, this is favorable for tourism. Also internet made convenient for tourists to search travel-related information. 
Nowadays, the majority of the travel information is made available on the website of the travel company. Travel 
information at website is stored in databases. Tourists are provided with keyword based interface to input their search 
queries. Due to the inbuilt flaw of keyword searching regarding precision and recall, users get large amount of 
information, of which many are not appropriate for their requirements. 
The strength of the Semantic Web [1] [2] lies in its technologies . They consider semantics (word meaning) as a main 
factor for finding the way in the increasing web space, while web resources can only be revealed nowadays via keyword-
based syntactic matching. Main aim is to semantically connect isolated pieces of information, so that users feel very easy 
for finding, understanding and using tourism related information sources. 
Our proposed work is to use Semantic Web technology for helping tourist search related travel information by making use      
of mobile device and web. We are going to use ontology [3] [4] for building knowledge base and representing travel 
information. We are going to build an application which will show semantically matched travel data and will also give 
recommendations based on user interests. 
We are going to work on a context-aware mobile tourist guide system. User’s context may divided as static-context that is 
user profile and interests , dynamic context means weather, user’s location and social context is user’s friends and family. 
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section2: outlines related work. Section3: describes ontology 
construction which is the core part of system. Section4: explains architecture of our proposed system. Section5: 
summarizes our proposed system. 
. 
 2. RELATED WORK 
Tourism domain is best suitable for implementing semantic web because it needs a huge collection of information and 
data exchange is involved in this domain. The problem is that websites supporting the tourism industry such as shipping, 
airlines, hotels, travel agencies and tourism managers are not yet integrated. Guson Prasamuarso Kuntarto, Dennis 
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Gunawan (2012) [5] used ontology as a knowledge foundation.  In addition to that, a search engine application for e-
tourism in Bali, is also implemented. K.Palaniammal, Dr. M. Indra Devi, Dr.S.Vijayalakshmi (2012) [6] developed 
semantic search and result approach. Which is based on user’s priority when search for the tourism data. Jorge Cardoso 
(2006) [7] considered new semantic technologies, for example knowledge bases, ontologies, and semantic Web for 
creating Dynamic Packaging Systems in e-tourism. 
Tuan-Dung CAO, Thanh-Hien PHAN, Anh-Duc NGUYEN (2011) [8] developed Semantic Tourist Information Access 
and Recommending system. (STAAR system)STAAR help out traveler search information by providing semantic search 
feature in a mobile handset application adding together it also suggests travel related information. STAAR is not taking 
into consideration a user context for recommendations. Our proposed work is to expand STAAR system by providing 
personalized context aware recommendations. For that we have studied recommendation technique like content-based 
filtering. 
(a) CONTENT-BASED FILTERING 
It is a general approach to build recommender systems. In Content-based filtering for recommending the items, item’s 
information and features are used .Principally these methods make use of an item profile. Content-based user profile is 
formed by using the weighted vector of item features. The weights indicate the significance of each feature to the user. 
This we can calculate from content vectors which are individually rated. For this we have various techniques. Simple way 
is to make use of rated item vector’s average values. Yolanda Blanco-Fernández, Martín López-Nores, José J. Pazos-
Arias, Jorge García-Duque,Manuela I. Martín-Vicente (2011) [9] used this technique for recommendations. 
For our proposed system we are going to provide personalized context aware recommendations. We are going to use 
content-based filtering for our recommendations. 
 
3. ONTOLOGY CREATION 
An application that uses Semantic Web, Ontology plays very major part. Ontology defines a common glossary, i.e. for 
researchers who want to share information in an area.  Ontology is a machine interpretable definitions of basic concepts 
and the relations between them.  
Here we give the key reasons to make use of ontology : 
• To facilitate integration of heterogeneous data from various sources. Diverse tourism data can be standardized, by 
means of a shared vocabulary and meanings for terms with respect to other terms. 
• To eliminate ambiguity and imprecision in search result with the application of semantic search and interpretation on 
travel data. 
• To offer a good source for interpretation and classifying the various information in the tourism domain. 
• To make certain the flexible and interoperable system architecture.  
For ontology construction we are going to follow a stepwise procedure. At the beginning we are going to survey the field 
of tourism and related fields. From this we can determine main concepts covering tourism field like place, events, activity 
etc. Next step is to expand these concepts by giving details about them. 
For the construction of ontology we are going to use OWL language. OWL stands for Web Ontology Language.  OWL is 
used for processing information on the web. It is built on top of RDF. OWL and RDF are much similar, but OWL is a 
powerful language with larger machine interpretability than RDF. 
 
4.  METHODOLOGY 
The data flow diagram for our proposed system is given in following figure 1. 

 
Figure.1 Smart Tourist Guide System main data flow diagram 

As shown in above figure our proposed Smart Tourist Guide System is designed for android device user with GPS 
support. When user visits a place then our system tracks his current location. If user is unknown about that place where 
he wants to travel, he can give search queries related to hotels, tourist attractions etc. Now depending upon search 
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queries, the relevant information is provided to user. Also our proposed system provides personalized context aware 
recommendations by capturing user context. 
 In our proposed system we are going to use 5 servers – 
1. Server 1 
It consists of travel annotated content for providing search results to user. We are going to use ontology for content store. 
This server contacts with the server2 for getting data related to tourist destination. By using this server we can fetch data 
related to search query and give search results to user.  
2. Server 2 
It is a linked data repository for example DBpedia. This is used by server1. DBpedia is a community attempt to take out 
prearranged Wikipedia information and to make this information obtainable on the Web. 
3. Server 3 
It is a user profile store which consists of user static data like his name, interests, friends, family etc. For our proposed 
system we are going to use Facebook profile of our users. 
4. Server 4 
It consists of external web services like weather. It can provide weather information related to visitor place. 
5. Server 5 
It is a context recommender. This server first takes user location information that is user dynamic context then it contacts 
to server3 and server4. Sever3 provides user profile data i.e. user’s static and social context. Server4 provides weather 
information i.e. dynamic context. After getting all context related data server5 contacts with server1 which consists of 
travel domain knowledge, Server5 then give context aware recommendations to user. 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
With the help of our proposed Personalized Context-aware Smart Tourist Guide System we expect that we can provide 
semantic search for travel related information by using ontology as a appropriate mean. We are going to consider user’s 
static-context that is user profile and interests, dynamic context means weather, user’s location and social context is 
user’s friends and family. We are expecting to improve capability of reasoning, recommending and filtering the tourism 
information by considering user context. 
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